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    Merchant Navy is a highly professional, technologically advanced industry catering to
millions of people worldwide. The Merchant Navy is a peaceful global body which is into
transportation of goods and people. Merchant Navy in a simpler way can be defined as a
commercial fleet, handling cargo by ship. It comprises of passengers vessels, cargo, cruise
liners, and other specialized ships to carry goods from one country to another.
To be eligible to opt for a career in merchant navy one should undergo certified pre sea
training course conducted by JEPL.
JEPL prides in itself in teaching you what you need to know to be a competent Sailor / Nautical
Officer / Engineer Officer.

JEPL shares a special bond with the students and each one is free to discuss their problems
and requirements.

JEPL believes that a better communication always works towards a better flow of thoughts and
maintains a healthy attitude.   JEPL is a Maritime Academy in India which offers various pre
sea training courses and programmes for 10th, 12th, Diploma / Polytechnic degree holders and
graduate students.
PRE SEA TRAINING COURSES OFFERED       GP Rating     Deck Cadet     Saloon     Fitter   
Welder     Cook     Stewards        Pre sea courses offered by Maritime Academy in India can be
availed by students after passing class 10th, class 12 and various various other pre sea course
are also available for B com graduates, Bsc Graduates, Diploma Holders, B Tech       Profile
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